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Community Concerns

⚫ KKK pamphlets in the area  

⚫ Hate group legally recruiting 

⚫ Swastika in a park March 2019  



Emotional Supports for Hate 

⚫ Politics of fear 

⚫ Pride 

⚫ Willful ignorance 

⚫ Dominance, power 

⚫ Self-righteousness

⚫ Blame somebody else  



Government Sponsored Racism

⚫ Trump had an unconstitutional Muslim travel ban

⚫ Trump:  “people from s***hole countries” 

⚫ NYC stop and frisk targeted poor minorities 

⚫ FBI's COINTELPRO targeted minorities 

⚫ Heavily biased criminal prosecution 

⚫ Racism for fear, division, hiding corruption 

⚫ Encourages hate groups  



Business Basis for Gangs

⚫ Drug prohibition creates crime

⚫ Makes a market for gangsters

⚫ Work for the desperate, poor, undocumented 

⚫ Profit



Erotic Massage, Prostitution

⚫ Socially ostracized (dirty whore)

⚫ Illegal work for illegal immigrants, poor, desperate 

⚫ Illegal makes it unsafe, hidden

⚫ Some sex workers are willing 

⚫ Should it be legal? 

⚫ Is that politically possible?  



Vulnerable People

⚫ Worker pool for racism, gangs, forced labor 

⚫ Illegal immigrants 

⚫ Poverty

⚫ Broken and dysfunctional families

⚫ Runaway youth   

⚫ Lonely, isolated, troubled   



Drivers of Vulnerability

⚫ Parents too busy working, no time for family

⚫ Criminalized migration  

⚫ Poverty 

⚫ Income inequality 

⚫ Mass incarceration, war on crime

⚫ Racism, drug prohibition 

⚫ Stress, trauma, addiction 



Recruitment Strategy

⚫ Hate groups, gangs, pimps, benign outreach

⚫ Find troubled people, especially youth

⚫ Offer acceptance, employment 

⚫ Emotional rallies 

⚫ In personal and online



Recommendations

⚫ Encourage mutual respect 

⚫ Understand causes of economic and emotional 
distress

⚫ Resolve government sponsored hate

⚫ Implement sane chemical use policy 

⚫ Cure poverty, locally and globally  

⚫ Care about troubled people 

⚫ Support “Street Outreach,” “Call to Freedom,” … 

⚫ Guest diverse speakers in schools   



Rest In Nature, Love More, Hate Less


